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Project Name: SAS AIRLINES GLOBAL PROGRAMMATIC TRANSFORMATION PROJECT

CATEGORY: PROGRAMMATIC 

General Data Creativity Elements : 
- Effective and Efficient Integration of Data, 
- Innovative Data Sourcing, 
- Analytics Creativity, 
- Technology Innovation (in-house or with 3rd parties)

Specific Data Creativity Elements :
- Degree of Process Automation
- Degree of Applicability across Multiple Devices, Channels, Geographies or Ad Formats
- Unique use of disparate data sets
- Degree of Process Improvement

Why is this an outstanding example of Data Creativity? (up to 100 words) 

More with less. With the current set-up, once SAS is on the consumer’s mental shortlist, it’s a down to 
being relevant at the right time, with the right message to the right person, in the right price. Through 
cutting edge digital solutions and data, SAS has become one of the leading digital international players 
and, immediately competitive across 16 wide-ranging markets. The process has delivered real busi-
ness impact, and we've taken the programmatic promise to a new level, ensuring that we target:

• The right user
• At the right price
• With the right message
• At the right time
• In the right context
• With the highest ROI

Problem Definition: 

The definitive need to streamline operations in a highly competitive marketplace, while also scaling up 
the size of the audiences to encompass a large geographic area. From the client end, the reality of 
limited budgets and a clear mandate that sustainable, trackable ROI on all campaigns. 

This led to a quick conclusion that there was a need for for a rapid digital transformation of all opera-
tions and, the need to stay competitive and relevant across 16 unique markets, with varying degrees 
of Awareness (mostly very low), low penetration and, access to Flights. An intelligent, 100% data 
driven approach was absolute and, the course set to keep SAS ahead of the larger spenders in each 
market

PLEASE NOTE: The Sample Entry provided is based on the previous Entry Form which may differ 
from the Data Creativity Awards 2019 Entry Form.
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Initiative objectives: 

Digitalize the marketing strategy and scale up the marketing activities globally, while reducing 
operational costs and increasing efficiency

Increase ROI through more personalised and intuitive messaging, based on strict layers of logics 
derived from clear onsite data

Shorter go to market approach

Description of Impact: 

We can divide the Impact down to three points:

Strategy - How the programmatic setup changed the way that global marketing is working. SAS now 
has a holistic strategy view across markets, digitalizing the marketing strategy and scaling up the 
marketing activities globally. This reduces operational costs and increase efficiency, greatly affecting 
in a positive way the ROI

Media buying - SAS now has dynamic optimal budget-allocation based on market and product 
performance. All deals are done centrally which gives SAS savings on media-cost and better quality. 
All Optimizations across markets are done on a meta level with ongoing local AB testing. In a 
dynamic world, it’s important to move fast and, the time to market across most of SAS’s markets is 
exponentially faster and more effective with this set-up
Technology - By having a central approach with this type of technology, the capability to test and 
scale is a lot higher. With a” test and learn” mindset, we are ensuring that we’re using the 
best-in-class tools, having a fast implementation and, have savings on our operating and conversion 
costs

Technology - By having a central approach with this type of technology, the capability to test and 
scale is a lot higher. With a” test and learn” mindset, we are ensuring that we’re using the 
best-in-class tools, having a fast implementation and, have savings on our operating and conversion 
costs
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Key takeaways: 

1. By working with a fully integrated creative setup the personalized messaging achieved through 
dynamic creative optimization (DCO) ensured the scale needed for 1-to-1 tailored communication 
across all markets, languages, routes while at the same time communicating SAS’ USP’s depending on 
the type of traveler being targeted (business/leisure/travelling with kids)

2. By working with Integral Ads and the Causal Impact analysis, incremental bookings delivered by the 
programmatic setup could be documented and optimized against to maximize the incremental ROI of 
the media investment

3. By working with AppNexus Programmable bidder and writing custom algorithms to leverage SAS 1. 
party search data, conversion rates improved 3.5x while we at the same time minimized irrelevant 
impressions to users that were no longer in market due to the data we had from their departure date 
search query

4. By using the system variable of browser language in an intelligent way in our bidding strategies we 
were able to identify the SAS business traveller and thereby drive higher average booking value 
through our optimization

Please list & briefly describe the data sources & ecosystem partners used: 

Adserving and tracking: DoubleClick Campaign manager

Dynamic creatives: Doubleclick studio

Programmatic buying: Xaxis and Appnexus

Data: Xaxis Turbine and Google analytics premium

Attribution: Integral Ads
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What processes were involved? 

The complexity and geographic scope of the campaign, as well as the large number of internal and 
external stakeholders, called for a strong central structure to enable consistent communications 
between the media, operational and creative teams. 

As well, independent “HUB” team in Asia, the UK and the US had to be fully integrated into the 
technologies and strategies being developed and implemented from the central team and, a process 
for repetitive reporting and milestone management amongst all players was a vital part of the success. 
Additionally, a set schedule best practice was sent out to those areas outside of the central buying 
remit (HUB markets) to ensure quick pick-up of all programmatic strategies for any local campaigns.

What was the inspiration for the solution?

The inspiration for the process, development and implementation of the programmatic solution for 
SAS can be attributed back to two key areas. First and foremost, necessity and, the need to address a 
key shortcoming within SAS International’s organization. 

Unlike the Nordic region, where SAS’s brand profile is high and, there’s a smaller geographic area to 
cover, the International end of the business (which is our concentration) has limited budgets, 
negligible to low brand Awareness and, large swaths of the globe to cover, including Mainland China, 
Hong Kong, Japan, the U.S. (6 destinations), the UK, and most of the European mainland. 

A highly-targeted, purely ROI driven approach was the only option to answer the complexity of the 
brief and, the tools, competencies and strategies began to develop from this process. Second, the 
wealth and depth of data available to MediaCom and GroupM from SAS’s on-site tracking and 3rd 
party feeds offered fantastic motivation in the personalization course we’ve grown and, the highly 
intelligent and dedicated group of contacts at SAS continued to work hand in hand to ensure we had 
the right information and data.
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Why was the solution different, unique or creative? 

1) Innovative Data Sourcing browser language, departure time (the right person):

In order to identify the business traveler who is SAS’s core segment browser language was used as a 
system variable for targeting. A business traveler will more often travel with her/his desktop which is 
a significant differentiator from leisure travelers and locals online behavior.

The bidding strategy worked by targeting a geographic area of e.g. Germany, and target users in with 
that geo who for instance were using a Japanese browser language, and who were in the retargeting 
cookie pool

Although browser language targeting was applied in many different settings, the Japanese example 
yielded the following performance:

33% higher revenue than the average revenue pr. booking due to long-haul bookings for Asian desti-
nations

50% lower CPA

172% higher ROI than benchmark

2) Analytics Creativity:

A big part of SAS Programmatic campaign setup revolved around use of 1st Party data and an efficient 
retargeting strategy.

We knew that by retargeting users that have been to the site, searched for a flight – but not converted 
– we would have a high conversion probability for our retargeting campaign when targeting these 
users.

We also knew that a big part of these users would end up not converting due to different reasons, one 
being that they already bought their ticket from a competitor or changed plans. We were thereby 
wasting a lot of impressions on travelers that were not “in-market” due to these unknown reasons

As a SAS site visitor gives away important insights from the flight search query, this presents a segmen-
tation opportunity to analyze the booking behavior. We therefore segmented users into 5 buckets of 
time intervals between the performed search and the selected departure date. As examples, this anal-
ysis showed that users searching for a flight with a departure date within the next 24 hours had a 
higher average booking value compared to users searching 7 days in advance of their departure date 
- on the other end of the scale users that were planning for a flight more than 60 days into the future 
made up for the largest segment and showed higher average booking value, but a lower conversion 
probability than the benchmark.

With this analysis, low-funnel retargeting was optimized against these search queries to maximize ROI 
while also using this data to excluded users where the departure date had passed in order to cut down 
wasted impressions for users that are not in the market.

Due to the complexity of these rules, AppNexus’ Programmable Bidder was applied to upload a 

custom algorithm that captured all these insights.When comparing traditional bidding on the segment 
”visited homepage during past 30 days”, the departure time algorithm realize a 5x lower CPA and 
significantly higher conversion volume. On top of this layer, the departure time algorithm used an 
explore/exploit machine learning function where defined success events where transfered from the 
explorative buying to the exploative thereby ensurung a constant training of the algorithm over time.

Results: The departure time algorithm’s conversion rate was 0,35% versus 0,10% for the previous 
retargeting strategy

• With a 3x higher conversion rate, SAS saved SEK 268.554 on annual low-funnel retargeting

• By using AppNexus’ Programmable Bidder to design a custom algorithm, what would have required 
252 bidding strategies could be simplified to 12, reducing setup/optimization time from 21 hours to 3 
hours

• By only focusing on travelers that are in-market based on their search query, annual irrelevant 
impressions were reduced by 2.453.784 imps

• Using Insights to Evolve the Planning and Execution Process – attribution (the right time)

As the programmatic campaign setup heavily relied on re-targeting, there was a clear need in the attri-
bution to address any selection bias that this targeting would imply. Although a path-to-conversion 
analysis was conducted by an external company, when the programmatic bidding strategies are setup 
to aim for “the paths” with highest conversion probability this would naturally make retargeting 
appear to contribute more than what might be the case. Therefore, an experimental approach was 
initiated together with Integral Ads and their Causal Impact analysis.

The creativity of the Causal Impact approach derives from the use of an industry waste issue - from 
impressions that were paid for but never seen by intended consumers, the so-called unviewable ads. 
The analysis uses this industry wastage to construct a control group which replaces the need to run a 
randomized PSA (Public Service Announcement) banner or other A/B test. This data analysis then 
provides valuable insights to the advertiser for deciding on the optimal media plan for maximizing 
incremental effect. And with this attribution in place, different types of re-targeting strategies could be 
evaluated and optimized toward maximizing the incremental lift. For more information, this method 
has also been submitted to the I-COM 2017 attribution category jointly with Integral Ads.

3) Technology Innovation (in-house or with 3rd parties) 

To reach the users with the message is an important part of the strategy. Together with SAS we build 
a dynamic creative optimization (DCO) setup. we used DoubleClick studio to the technical setup. Data 
is collected on flysas.com, all logics are build based on collected user data and decision diagrams have 
been produced to align communication strategies with customer journey and sales funnel. We divided 
the setup into three funnels:

Upper: Brand new prospects who have not yet visited our website before

Middel: Visitors who have been to our site but then left without searching for a flight/entering the 
book.fly.sas booking engine. E.g. Pages they may have visited:
Lower: Visitors to our site who have also searched for flights/entered book.fly.sas booking engine. We 

have more ‘travel intent’ data from their flight searches

4) Effective and Efficient Integration of Data 

Full stack integration through Doubleclick campaign manager, Google analytics Premium and Double-
Click studio combined with data segments and unique access to best in class technology from Xaxis 
Programmatic platform.

Results: 

The results proved fantastic and, aligned with our immediate projections from the inception of cam-
paign development. Based on internal numbers from SAS’s attribution data, the campaigns was direct-
ly responsible for triple-digit increases over a 3-4 month period. Some specifics as follows (and high-
lighted in supporting video and presentation material)

• 203% increase in revenues
• 346% surge in marketing ROI
• Decreased cost of sales by 78%
• 3 times higher conversion rate due to development of custom algorithms
• Expanded activities to 16 markets, while greatly downsizing the personnel needed through our 
centralized planning, buying and optimization process

Supporting materials: Yes

Video material: 
WeTransfer: https://we.tl/Hr4vsuOFLW

Confidentiality Declaration: No
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Why was the solution different, unique or creative? 

1) Innovative Data Sourcing browser language, departure time (the right person):

In order to identify the business traveler who is SAS’s core segment browser language was used as a 
system variable for targeting. A business traveler will more often travel with her/his desktop which is 
a significant differentiator from leisure travelers and locals online behavior.

The bidding strategy worked by targeting a geographic area of e.g. Germany, and target users in with 
that geo who for instance were using a Japanese browser language, and who were in the retargeting 
cookie pool

Although browser language targeting was applied in many different settings, the Japanese example 
yielded the following performance:

33% higher revenue than the average revenue pr. booking due to long-haul bookings for Asian desti-
nations

50% lower CPA

172% higher ROI than benchmark

2) Analytics Creativity:

A big part of SAS Programmatic campaign setup revolved around use of 1st Party data and an efficient 
retargeting strategy.

We knew that by retargeting users that have been to the site, searched for a flight – but not converted 
– we would have a high conversion probability for our retargeting campaign when targeting these 
users.

We also knew that a big part of these users would end up not converting due to different reasons, one 
being that they already bought their ticket from a competitor or changed plans. We were thereby 
wasting a lot of impressions on travelers that were not “in-market” due to these unknown reasons

As a SAS site visitor gives away important insights from the flight search query, this presents a segmen-
tation opportunity to analyze the booking behavior. We therefore segmented users into 5 buckets of 
time intervals between the performed search and the selected departure date. As examples, this anal-
ysis showed that users searching for a flight with a departure date within the next 24 hours had a 
higher average booking value compared to users searching 7 days in advance of their departure date 
- on the other end of the scale users that were planning for a flight more than 60 days into the future 
made up for the largest segment and showed higher average booking value, but a lower conversion 
probability than the benchmark.

With this analysis, low-funnel retargeting was optimized against these search queries to maximize ROI 
while also using this data to excluded users where the departure date had passed in order to cut down 
wasted impressions for users that are not in the market.

Due to the complexity of these rules, AppNexus’ Programmable Bidder was applied to upload a 

custom algorithm that captured all these insights.When comparing traditional bidding on the segment 
”visited homepage during past 30 days”, the departure time algorithm realize a 5x lower CPA and 
significantly higher conversion volume. On top of this layer, the departure time algorithm used an 
explore/exploit machine learning function where defined success events where transfered from the 
explorative buying to the exploative thereby ensurung a constant training of the algorithm over time.

Results: The departure time algorithm’s conversion rate was 0,35% versus 0,10% for the previous 
retargeting strategy

• With a 3x higher conversion rate, SAS saved SEK 268.554 on annual low-funnel retargeting

• By using AppNexus’ Programmable Bidder to design a custom algorithm, what would have required 
252 bidding strategies could be simplified to 12, reducing setup/optimization time from 21 hours to 3 
hours

• By only focusing on travelers that are in-market based on their search query, annual irrelevant 
impressions were reduced by 2.453.784 imps

• Using Insights to Evolve the Planning and Execution Process – attribution (the right time)

As the programmatic campaign setup heavily relied on re-targeting, there was a clear need in the attri-
bution to address any selection bias that this targeting would imply. Although a path-to-conversion 
analysis was conducted by an external company, when the programmatic bidding strategies are setup 
to aim for “the paths” with highest conversion probability this would naturally make retargeting 
appear to contribute more than what might be the case. Therefore, an experimental approach was 
initiated together with Integral Ads and their Causal Impact analysis.

The creativity of the Causal Impact approach derives from the use of an industry waste issue - from 
impressions that were paid for but never seen by intended consumers, the so-called unviewable ads. 
The analysis uses this industry wastage to construct a control group which replaces the need to run a 
randomized PSA (Public Service Announcement) banner or other A/B test. This data analysis then 
provides valuable insights to the advertiser for deciding on the optimal media plan for maximizing 
incremental effect. And with this attribution in place, different types of re-targeting strategies could be 
evaluated and optimized toward maximizing the incremental lift. For more information, this method 
has also been submitted to the I-COM 2017 attribution category jointly with Integral Ads.

3) Technology Innovation (in-house or with 3rd parties) 

To reach the users with the message is an important part of the strategy. Together with SAS we build 
a dynamic creative optimization (DCO) setup. we used DoubleClick studio to the technical setup. Data 
is collected on flysas.com, all logics are build based on collected user data and decision diagrams have 
been produced to align communication strategies with customer journey and sales funnel. We divided 
the setup into three funnels:

Upper: Brand new prospects who have not yet visited our website before

Middel: Visitors who have been to our site but then left without searching for a flight/entering the 
book.fly.sas booking engine. E.g. Pages they may have visited:
Lower: Visitors to our site who have also searched for flights/entered book.fly.sas booking engine. We 

have more ‘travel intent’ data from their flight searches

4) Effective and Efficient Integration of Data 

Full stack integration through Doubleclick campaign manager, Google analytics Premium and Double-
Click studio combined with data segments and unique access to best in class technology from Xaxis 
Programmatic platform.

Results: 

The results proved fantastic and, aligned with our immediate projections from the inception of cam-
paign development. Based on internal numbers from SAS’s attribution data, the campaigns was direct-
ly responsible for triple-digit increases over a 3-4 month period. Some specifics as follows (and high-
lighted in supporting video and presentation material)

• 203% increase in revenues
• 346% surge in marketing ROI
• Decreased cost of sales by 78%
• 3 times higher conversion rate due to development of custom algorithms
• Expanded activities to 16 markets, while greatly downsizing the personnel needed through our 
centralized planning, buying and optimization process

Supporting materials: Yes

Video material: 
WeTransfer: https://we.tl/Hr4vsuOFLW

Confidentiality Declaration: No
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Why was the solution different, unique or creative? 

1) Innovative Data Sourcing browser language, departure time (the right person):

In order to identify the business traveler who is SAS’s core segment browser language was used as a 
system variable for targeting. A business traveler will more often travel with her/his desktop which is 
a significant differentiator from leisure travelers and locals online behavior.

The bidding strategy worked by targeting a geographic area of e.g. Germany, and target users in with 
that geo who for instance were using a Japanese browser language, and who were in the retargeting 
cookie pool

Although browser language targeting was applied in many different settings, the Japanese example 
yielded the following performance:

33% higher revenue than the average revenue pr. booking due to long-haul bookings for Asian desti-
nations

50% lower CPA

172% higher ROI than benchmark

2) Analytics Creativity:

A big part of SAS Programmatic campaign setup revolved around use of 1st Party data and an efficient 
retargeting strategy.

We knew that by retargeting users that have been to the site, searched for a flight – but not converted 
– we would have a high conversion probability for our retargeting campaign when targeting these 
users.

We also knew that a big part of these users would end up not converting due to different reasons, one 
being that they already bought their ticket from a competitor or changed plans. We were thereby 
wasting a lot of impressions on travelers that were not “in-market” due to these unknown reasons

As a SAS site visitor gives away important insights from the flight search query, this presents a segmen-
tation opportunity to analyze the booking behavior. We therefore segmented users into 5 buckets of 
time intervals between the performed search and the selected departure date. As examples, this anal-
ysis showed that users searching for a flight with a departure date within the next 24 hours had a 
higher average booking value compared to users searching 7 days in advance of their departure date 
- on the other end of the scale users that were planning for a flight more than 60 days into the future 
made up for the largest segment and showed higher average booking value, but a lower conversion 
probability than the benchmark.

With this analysis, low-funnel retargeting was optimized against these search queries to maximize ROI 
while also using this data to excluded users where the departure date had passed in order to cut down 
wasted impressions for users that are not in the market.

Due to the complexity of these rules, AppNexus’ Programmable Bidder was applied to upload a 

custom algorithm that captured all these insights.When comparing traditional bidding on the segment 
”visited homepage during past 30 days”, the departure time algorithm realize a 5x lower CPA and 
significantly higher conversion volume. On top of this layer, the departure time algorithm used an 
explore/exploit machine learning function where defined success events where transfered from the 
explorative buying to the exploative thereby ensurung a constant training of the algorithm over time.

Results: The departure time algorithm’s conversion rate was 0,35% versus 0,10% for the previous 
retargeting strategy

• With a 3x higher conversion rate, SAS saved SEK 268.554 on annual low-funnel retargeting

• By using AppNexus’ Programmable Bidder to design a custom algorithm, what would have required 
252 bidding strategies could be simplified to 12, reducing setup/optimization time from 21 hours to 3 
hours

• By only focusing on travelers that are in-market based on their search query, annual irrelevant 
impressions were reduced by 2.453.784 imps

• Using Insights to Evolve the Planning and Execution Process – attribution (the right time)

As the programmatic campaign setup heavily relied on re-targeting, there was a clear need in the attri-
bution to address any selection bias that this targeting would imply. Although a path-to-conversion 
analysis was conducted by an external company, when the programmatic bidding strategies are setup 
to aim for “the paths” with highest conversion probability this would naturally make retargeting 
appear to contribute more than what might be the case. Therefore, an experimental approach was 
initiated together with Integral Ads and their Causal Impact analysis.

The creativity of the Causal Impact approach derives from the use of an industry waste issue - from 
impressions that were paid for but never seen by intended consumers, the so-called unviewable ads. 
The analysis uses this industry wastage to construct a control group which replaces the need to run a 
randomized PSA (Public Service Announcement) banner or other A/B test. This data analysis then 
provides valuable insights to the advertiser for deciding on the optimal media plan for maximizing 
incremental effect. And with this attribution in place, different types of re-targeting strategies could be 
evaluated and optimized toward maximizing the incremental lift. For more information, this method 
has also been submitted to the I-COM 2017 attribution category jointly with Integral Ads.

3) Technology Innovation (in-house or with 3rd parties) 

To reach the users with the message is an important part of the strategy. Together with SAS we build 
a dynamic creative optimization (DCO) setup. we used DoubleClick studio to the technical setup. Data 
is collected on flysas.com, all logics are build based on collected user data and decision diagrams have 
been produced to align communication strategies with customer journey and sales funnel. We divided 
the setup into three funnels:

Upper: Brand new prospects who have not yet visited our website before

Middel: Visitors who have been to our site but then left without searching for a flight/entering the 
book.fly.sas booking engine. E.g. Pages they may have visited:
Lower: Visitors to our site who have also searched for flights/entered book.fly.sas booking engine. We 

have more ‘travel intent’ data from their flight searches

4) Effective and Efficient Integration of Data 

Full stack integration through Doubleclick campaign manager, Google analytics Premium and Double-
Click studio combined with data segments and unique access to best in class technology from Xaxis 
Programmatic platform.

Results: 

The results proved fantastic and, aligned with our immediate projections from the inception of cam-
paign development. Based on internal numbers from SAS’s attribution data, the campaigns was direct-
ly responsible for triple-digit increases over a 3-4 month period. Some specifics as follows (and high-
lighted in supporting video and presentation material)

• 203% increase in revenues
• 346% surge in marketing ROI
• Decreased cost of sales by 78%
• 3 times higher conversion rate due to development of custom algorithms
• Expanded activities to 16 markets, while greatly downsizing the personnel needed through our 
centralized planning, buying and optimization process

Supporting materials: Yes

Video material: 
WeTransfer: https://we.tl/Hr4vsuOFLW
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